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1. Clear and concise event brief describing
the goals, situational analysis, audience,
event plan and format and what the event is
intended to deliver.
Randwick’s 2018 Eco Living Expo aimed to escalate the
uptake of sustainable living practices in the community by
demonstrating practical ways to reduce our ecological impact
on the Earth. Our focus audience included, local residents and
businesses, their families and the wider community.
Randwick City Council, over the past 14 years, has
been celebrating, promoting and engaging with its
community on all aspects of environmental living at our
flagship environmental event, our annual Eco-Living Fair.
Our Eco Living Fair, now attracting in excess of 10,000
visitors for the day, showcases a comprehensive range of
sustainability-related issues and topics, from stallholders
selling environmentally conscientious products,
practical tips and sustainability demonstrations, family
entertainment and live performances. In 2018 we took the
plunge to change the event, modifying its format to focus
on both an ‘expo’ and lifestyle event, creating a more
immersive and educational opportunity to discover actions
that can be taken and potential technology solutions
facing communities around the globe.
The aim of the change was to broaden the exposure of
attendees to emerging technologies and new solutions that
translate to individual actions and positive steps. As with
our community engagement and sustainability programs we
aim to support and skill up our community to become more
resilient with the Expo event extending their opportunity to
learn and take up other innovations and products responding
to the climate emergency confronting society. What was
different to the previous year’s events was that our Eco Living
Expo focussed on exhibitors showcasing sustainable living
solutions and technologies including solar energy and storage,
electric vehicles, other transport and waste solutions.
The risks in changing from our usual format were weighed
up, but after many years of successful community
engagement on sustainable living, we believed the risk was
worthwhile to up the ante and reinforce behaviour change
and emerging technological solutions as a potentially
positive way forward. The risks were worth taking as our
attendance and engagement lifted substantially.

2. A short description of strategy development,
communication and stakeholder involvement.
Randwick’s Eco Living events have now become recognised
as the longest running and largest community environmental
festival in metropolitan Sydney. For Randwick, it is promoted
and understood to be our ‘flagship’ environmental event.
Staff planning and consultation led to the change of
focus for the event incorporating a space aimed to
more deliberately showcase emerging and innovative
technologies capable of strengthening individual’s and
organisation’s capacities to respond to our increasing
environmental emergency.

The Expo space needed to be a key feature but still enable our
Eco Living Fair ‘favourites’ including local community groups
and sustainability product stalls, a comprehensive range of
workshops and presentations delivered across the site and,
creative family and children’s entertainment.
The main hall was also to be dedicated to a speaker series
with the aim of attracting high profile speakers corresponding
to the range of product and technology innovations and
empower, inspire and motivate our audience, whether young
or old. Themes were agreed around:
• Future of Cities
• Future of Waste
• Future of Energy
• Expert panel discussion
The date of our Expo coincided with Sustainable House Day
so a decision was made to convert our outdoor Sustainability
Classroom into a studio apartment aimed at highlighting
a more sustainable approach to furnishings, fittings and
appliances. A project partner was to be encouraged to
support and provide expert advice, contacts and content on
the type of furnishings to showcase.
Primary messages:
• The Eco Living Expo is your sustainable day out
• Come along and hear unique, innovative ideas for
sustainable living
• The Eco Living Expo on Sunday 16 September
provides workshops, demonstrations, free kids’
activities and entertainment and technologies that can
be part of the solution - the perfect day out for the
whole family
Secondary messages:
• Our Eco Living Expo is providing sustainability experts
to explain how we can make sustainability changes
and practices for the future.
• The Eco Living Expo demonstrates strong green
credentials by minimising on-site waste including
composting of food scraps; providing alternative
energy sources including bio-diesel and solar energy
and alternative transport options.
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3. Summary of event funding, budget and
revenue if applicable and available.
The budget set aside for this event was just under
$100,000, allocated from Council’s community education
budget of its special environmental levy program.
Eco Living Expo receives a high budget
allocation as it represents Council’s flagship
environmental event for the community and is
promoted as a totally FREE event.
However, stall-holders and exhibitors were asked to
contribute a fee for the stall and exposition space
infrastructure being provided, with the emphasis on ensuring
commitment to attend and not full cost recovery. This
provided in the order of $8,000 revenue from the event which
went to offsetting some of the other infrastructure costs.

4. Show communication methods and

distribution outlets, use of innovation and
differing communication tools and how they
motivated their audience.

Council made extensive use of its various social media tools,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, Eventbrite bookings for
workshops and speaker series, linking with Councils site.
This was in addition to the longevity and success of previous
Eco Living events where there was a strong word-of-mouth
promotion and return attendance by residents, their families
and their friends.
Two different websites were provided as links from across
the social media messaging. These were, Councils dedicated
Facebook events page, community event website and our
3-Council project website www.reduceyourfootprint.com.
au, local newspapers including Southern and Wentworth
Courier and Beast magazine. Additional access was enabled
by encouraging partnering organisations, community groups
and high profile speakers to promote their stalls, workshops
and presentations and attendance at the Eco Living Expo on
their own social media pages.
Traditional print letterbox drop promotions to over 50,000
households across the LGA, recognised the percentage
of our community who respond to information received
personally to the household.
Workshops including Solar Made Easy and Natural Cleaning as
well as the ‘Sustaining our City’ speaker series were promoted
through an external bookings site to communicate to a wider
online community and as an approach to understanding the
numbers attending and the demographics of attendees.
With the Eco Living Expo coinciding with Sustainable
House Day, we were able to register and promote Council’s
Sustainable Classroom building, modified to reflect a
sustainable studio apartment, as one of the 226 homes
demonstrating environmentally progressive homes through
Australia’s leading not-for-profit sustainable living organisation.
The aim of this very extensive media was to get the word out
on the Eco Living Expo across the broader community. The
event was video-ed and subsequently posted to Council’s
YouTube channel where it continues communicating
important messages and potential solutions crafted by the
specialist presenters and exhibitors at the Expo.
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5. Describe delivery of the event and its results.
Randwick’s Eco Living Expo is held at Council’s specially
developed and designated sustainability education ’hub’.
With features including wild food, habitat and bee trails, as
well as a permaculture garden and orchard and balcony
garden demonstration areas, reedbed irrigation amenities,
small-scale wind turbine, purpose built recycled material
classroom, all adjacent to our 13 hectare Environment Park,
the sustainability education ‘hub’ is the perfect location to
showcase and highlight both Council’s commitment and the
community’s motivation for sustainability!
Previous Eco Living Fairs attracted between 8,000 and
10,000 attendees while the 2018 Expo event attracted
between 10,000 and 12,000 participants, due in part to
the high profile and calibre of the expert speakers and the
solutions featuring in the Expo and across the entire day’s
workshops, demonstrations and stalls.
Expo ideas and solutions, crossing waste, energy, education
and transportation were featured in a specially located Expo
marquee adjacent to stalls and the community hall where key
speakers presented across the entire day.
These speakers remained for an afternoon panel where
audience members were able to ask questions from issues
raised across the topics of:
• Future of Cities
• Future of Waste
• Future of Energy.
Long but well-managed queues formed to hear speakers
talk about Smart Cities and smart solutions, as well as
Randwick’s recently released Smart Cities Strategy. The
‘Rogue Ginger’, Erin Rhodes from Melbourne provided her
insights of minimising individual waste, Craig Reucassel from
ABC’s War on Waste discussed community solutions and
government approaches to waste reduction and recovery,
and well-known science commentator and educator, Dr
Karl spoke on solutions and approaches to reducing energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
External audio speakers were placed outside the hall
to enable those interested to tune in to these specialist
presenters and their insights and the panel questions session
was extended due to the wide interest and continuing issues
and questions raised by the 180 individuals in the audience.

Council’s sustainability apartment established in the
classroom attracted wide audience numbers due to its fitting
out by well-established manufacturers of sustainabilityrelated and environmentally friendly products coordinated
by Green Environmental Choice Australia (GECA) who also
provided their portable container display of environmentally
focussed paints, furnishings and products. The adjacent
small workshop space was booked out on natural cleaning
and taking up solar as was the composting, keeping
chickens and bees, native seed saving, artisan bread and
pizza making for the kids.
Kid’s entertainment included roaming environmental
characters and very popular hands-on information sessions
on our native birds and protecting native reptiles.
Our low and no-waste arrangements for the day ran
smoothly with all food trucks and providers ensuring no
single-use plastics were given out, strong support for stalls
selling re-usable cutlery and metal straws, and food waste
and other compostables collected for pick-up and recovery
the next day. Coffee carts and providers were very supportive
of the ceramic cups provided at each stand and washed by
staff and volunteers for re-use throughout the day.
Our free shuttle bus service and bike valet parking were
well supported all day and many residents walked into the
Expo from both northern and southern entry points to the
Community Centre and Environment Park.
Participant surveys were taken electronically with the focus
on collecting information around priority environmental
issues for residents, their actions on these issues and
advice to Council on where future sustainability efforts
could be made. Council staff were represented at stalls
covering library, sustainability, transport, waste, bushcare,
native plant nursery and community development to enable
direct contact and communications on operational issues,
responsibilities and take direct feedback from residents.

ECO-LIVING
EXPO

FREE

Energy
Futu
talk by re
Dr Karl

Interest shown in the Expo exhibitors and technology
solutions on display peaked each time between speakers
and following the panel discussion but visitors and
participant numbers were steady and strong throughout the
day. An additional display of electric vehicles and the UNSW
solar vehicle outside the Expo space drew exceptional
numbers and enquiries replicated across solar and battery
storage providers.

Sunday 16 September
Randwick
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• Workshops and speaker series
• Displays and demonstrations
• Eco-innovations expo
• Organic gardening and bee-keeping

Eco Living Expo
6. Outline the innovation and legacy elements.
A key innovation applied in the 2018 Eco Living event from
previous events was the shift to providing a dedicated ‘expo’
to showcase more in depth, practical sustainability solutions,
innovations and technologies emerging in response to
business and markets to save on energy and water, support
active transport, reduce and recover waste material, and
consider sustainability furnishings and solutions around the
home and garden.
The speaker presentations attracted greater attendance,
support, interest and participation with the all-day
involvement of high profile speakers including, Joanne
Pitmann on Smart Cities, Erin Rhodes, the ‘rogue ginger’, Dr
Karl and Craig Reucassel. Their positive messages, ideas,
solutions and insights were motivating and enlightening for all
who attended their presentations and the panel discussions.
Continuing partnerships were reinforced and supported with
an extensive range of community groups, not-for-profits
and corporate organisations including: UNSW; Kenvale
Hospitality School; Prince of Wales Private Hospital; Rhubarb
Food; Responsible Cafes; Renew; GECA; Boomerang Bags;
Young Henrys; Pingala and many more participating at our
Eco Living Expo. As mentioned above, these partnerships
enabled additional social media promotion through each of
these organisations and their own networks.
The single-use plastics ban implemented by Council for
internal purposes and externally supported events was
tested and executed successfully across stall-holders
and food trucks including the wash-up and replacement
of ceramic cups for coffee purchased over the day (and
attracted positive and supportive comments from coffee, tea
and water drinkers).

Expo and stall providers, and workshop presenters and
demonstrators were encouraged and motivated themselves
by the strong interest and commitment shown by those
attending throughout the day.
Council took up an offer from students of the Kenvale
College of Hospitality School to engage and communicate
on sustainability event and management practices with the
food trucks and service providers with their teachers praising
Council for the on-ground and practical experience it gave
students in their industry.
Electric vehicle owners and representatives of the Australian
Electric Vehicle Association were literally blown away by the
support and interest of residents and visitors in the varied
electric vehicles available on the Australian market.
Stall holders were surveyed with all indicating their support
to attend the following year’s Eco Living event (as well as any
similar Council-run events).
Following the incredible success of the 2018 Eco Living
Expo, planning for the next Expo is in the making.
Garnered by the very strong and positive responses from
the community, Council is aiming to provide a similar and
strongly focussed Eco Living Expo event!
“The talks that were part of the entertainment
were great this year. Very interesting, current
topics, with terrific guest speakers.” - Alexandra
“I think all future council events should be like
this.” - Julian
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